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Can this function be simplified? Can it be simplified to remove the
unnecessary split function? Using this function to take strings with certain

numbers and return strings with the same numbers but sorted. def
reorder_matching_numbers(matches): matches = sorted(matches) return
''.join(matches).split(',') A: You can just sort matches, and then convert it

to a list: return ''.join(list(matches)).split(',') Although to call list to convert
a single string object to a list, you can just use str: return ''.join(str(m) for

m in matches).split(',') You can write it a bit more concisely: return
''.join(m for m in matches if m.isdigit()).split(',') Or even further: return
''.join(filter(str.isdigit, matches)).split(',') But when it comes to the best

way to do things, it's not always just about "the shortest number of
characters". In this case, it's also about how "bloated" your code is, so if
you really care about efficiency, this will be the best way to go. It's also
better if you don't need the character sets. Comparative evaluation of
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nasal floor reconstruction after ablative surgery. The purpose of this study
was to compare the sublabial transseptal (SBTS) approach for nasal floor
reconstruction with that of the endoscopic transnasal approach (ENTA) in

terms of outcomes and 3e33713323
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